
PROFESSOR LOUIS HASELMAYER: 
 

(1839-1885) Austrian-born magician, musician, necromancer, composer, animal and bird trainer, businessman, 

author.   
 

Louis Haslemayer may not be remembered today as one of the great magicians of the nineteenth century, but 

audiences who saw him during his extensive international travels between 1865 and 1885 were left with no 

doubt that he was a prestidigitator of unparalleled inventiveness. As one Australian critic records in 1880: 

"Professor Haselmayer's... entertainment throughout is really an illustration of science in so pleasant a garb 

that, under the idea of amusement, we are insensibly beguiled into obtaining knowledge."
1
 Haselmeyer 

mounted his own tours through Australasia in the early to mid-1870s and early-1880s, and, unusually, spent 

much time in regional areas. He died in Vienna aged only 46 from complications that arose after having 

contracted malaria during his stay in India in early-1884. 
 

Known during his brief career as the "Prince of Prestidigitators," Louis Haselmayer 

may be lesser known today than some nineteenth century magicians but was 

nevertheless considered extremely skilful by critics around the world. Indeed, those 

writing of his shows invariably considered him the equal, if not better, than magicians 

with far bigger reputations. As one Melbourne critic noted upon Haselmayer's return 

to the colony in 1880: 
 

He has, to some extent, abandoned the conventional lines within which the majority 

of prestidigitators confine themselves; and in place of the tiresome card, box, hat, 

and money tricks, and countless escamoterie in which they revel, he uses clever 

mechanical and electrical machines, which have in them something of the charm of 

novelty...."The Crystal Cabinet" is a remarkably clever invention...
2
 

 

One reason for Haselmayer's lack of recognition may lay in his decision to direct 

much of his career away from the major international cities, circuits and promoters. In 

this respect, for example, he had a relatively long association with Australasia - first 

touring the region from 1872 to 1875 and again between 1880 and 1882. Haselmayer's 

final  three  years  were  then spent  touring the East  (including the  Dutch East Indies,  

China, Japan and India). While in Australia and New Zealand, too, he spent much of this time touring regional areas. 

Many of the small towns he played were rarely (if ever) visited by international performers, and certainly by those of 

Haselmayer's calibre. He also presented shows for numerous charities and institutions such as asylums.
3
  

 

 

1838-1871 
 

Louis Haselmayer was born in Vienna on 18 September 1838,
4
 but was orphaned at age seven. An uncle saw to his 

well-being and education, however, sending him to an Austrian secondary school (Realschulle) where he reportedly 

excelled in chemistry, physics, drawing, and music. After leaving school Haselmayer trained as a mechanic and briefly 

worked for the Imperial Royal Post and Telegraph in Vienna. His talent as an all-round musician also allowed him the 

opportunity to study piano and other instruments at the Vienna Academy of Music. He even built his own musical 

instrument and incorporated it into his act - along with a number of original compositions. Called the Stylocarfe,
5
 the 

instrument resembles the instrument we now know as the xylophone.  
 

Haselmayer's interest in magic is believed to have been sparked during his youth as a consequence of the large number 

of magicians visiting Vienna. During his days as a student he built a number of pieces of magical apparatus, and by 

age 18 was giving regular magic performances for Viennese society. He reportedly performed for Emperor Franz 

Joseph.  David O'Connor writes that it "was the grand master magician Dr Johann Hofzinzer who gave Hasselmayer 

the final polish."
6
 

                
In late-1864 the famed illusionist Professor Compars Herrmann attended a private performance given by Haselmeyer 

and was so impressed with the young magician that he invited him to join his forthcoming tour of the United States.  

Their association was short-lived, however, a consequence of increasingly rivalry between the two strong-willed 

entertainers. After leaving Herrmann's tour Haselmayer secured the managerial services of fellow-countryman Francis 
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Martinka.
7 

This led to his own tour of America. In 1868 he even performed at the White House for President Andrew 

Johnson,
8
 and in late-1871 played a season in the Hawaiian capital, Honolulu. Haselmayer's intention in going to US 

Oceanic state was to continue westward to New Zealand and Australia. He was forced to delay his advertised debut 

season in New Zealand, however, due the unanticipated clamour for seats during the Hawaiian venture. David 

O'Connor writes that the royal family attended at least 15 of his performances
9
.  

 

 

1872-1875 
 

In the lead-up to Haselmayer's Australasian tour some New Zealand newspapers reprinted reviews and publicity from 

the USA. One such article, from the Memphis Daily Appeal, provides insight into Haselmayer's shows to that time: 
 

Last night Professor Haselmayer, the world-renowned magician gave one of his pleasing entertainments at the 

Opera House. He is the artist who taught Herrmann, and excels the accomplished Holler. His feats have never 

been equalled in this country. Some of the most unique features of the entertainments are the mysterious 

"Goblin Drum." This drum will answer any question asked by the Professor or any of the audience. It will tell 

who are in love, or answer any other question that may be asked, and will do any question in mathematics. It is 

without exception, the most wonderful means of making known any secret that any one may possess, and it is 

worth the price of admission alone. His performance on the "Stylcarfe," an instrument of his own invention, 

and the most singular in construction, send forth sweet strains, under the skilful hands of this accomplished 

gentleman. The wonderful adventures of little "All Right" created the greatest enthusiasm, and the Aladdin-like 

garden of roses demonstrates that the Professor stands at the head of his profession. His card tricks are the best 

ever witnessed in this city. Last, but not least of all, was the magic coffee made and drank by a portion of the 

audience. "We had the pleasure of a cup, and we are compelled to say that it was the best we ever drank, for 

which the Professor will accept our thanks. We advise everyone to be present tonight at this is a rare 

opportunity of witnessing the greatest magician of the nineteenth century.
10

  
 

Professor Haselmayer began his New Zealand tour on 10 February in the gold-rush township of Grahamstown (now 

Thames). The venue was the Theatre Royal. He then travelled to Auckland, opening on 19 February at the Prince of 

Wales Theatre. His shows immediately garnered high praise from the local critics. The Auckland Star's review for 

example, notes: "From what we had read of this gentleman, we went last night to the Prince of Wales Theatre prepared 

to see something good, but did not expect to be so thoroughly astonished at his wonderful feats."
11

 Over the next seven 

months Haselmayer playing all four major cities (Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and Christchurch) as well numerous 

smaller towns throughout the Dominion's North and South islands. He and his entourage eventually departed New 

Zealand from Greymouth on 2 October and sailed for Melbourne.  
 

On 28 October 1872, almost a month after arriving in Melbourne, Haselmayer made his Australian debut at the Prince 

of Wales Opera House, appearing after the first part comedietta, Nothing Venture, Nothing Win (by Stirling Coyne). 

As with New Zealand the magician drew much praise for his illusions and ancillary entertainment: The Argus critic 

notes, for example:  
 

After the comedietta, Professor Louis Haselmayer made his first bow to a Melbourne audience as a 

prestidigitator. Mr. Haselmayer is a German, and speaks with a strong foreign accent, but he is fluent, and he 

very quickly succeeded in establishing friendly relations with his audience. In point of manipulative skill, Mr. 

Haselmayer is equal to any professor of legerdemain who has appeared in this city, and there are one or two 

tricks he does which in their way are perhaps superior to anything of the kind which has been shown here.
12

 
 

In late-November the Austrian magician undertook a tour of select regional centres (notably Ballarat and Geelong) 

before returning to Melbourne in late-December where he began a new season at the Temperance Hall.  
 

 
 

Evening Journal (Adelaide) 15 May 1873, 1. 
 

The period 21 January to mid-June 1873 saw Haslemayer confined entirely to South Australia. After an initial month-

long engagement at White's Rooms in Adelaide, he played a few suburban shows (notably in Port Adelaide and 
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Glenelg) then went bush. The extensive regional tour included Gawler (twice), Tanunda, Angaston, Greenock, 

Kapunda, Clare, Auburn, Kadina, Moonta, Port Wakefield, Port Elliot, Goolwa, Yankalilla, Willonga, Mount Gambia, 

Kingston, Port Macdonnell and Penola. Near the end of his South Australian sojourn Haselmayer and his entourage 

returned briefly to Adelaide, playing the Town Hall, along with short return seasons in Port Adelaide and Glenelg. 
 

From South Australia Haselmayer travelled to Victoria, undertaking a tour of 

the north-west and central northern districts between mid-June and late-October. 

His itinerary took in such towns as Casteron, Coleraine, Hamilton, Merino, 

Ararat, Steiglitz, Geelong, Morrisons, the Ballarat district (including 

Buninyong), Avoca, Sandhurst (now Bendigo), St Arnaud, Inglewood, Echuca, 

Kilmore, Castlemaine, Heathcote and Kyneton. Before heading south to 

Tasmania, he also made a night only appearance at Melbourne's St George's 

Hall on 24 October. This was as the special feature guest during a benefit to 

Ainsley Scott, stage manager and interlocutor for Billy Emerson's Minstrels. 
 

 
 

Between late October and mid-December 1873 Haselmayer travelled 

throughout Tasmania, opening and closing his tour in Launceston. The interim 

saw him play such towns as Deloraine,* Westbury,* Evandale,* Longford,* 

Campbell Town,* Hobart Town, New Norfolk, Perth, Hamilton, Bothwell, 

Green Ponds, Richmond, and Sorell.
13

 He then sailed to Melbourne to play 

another season in St George's Hall from Boxing Night. 
 

The year 1874 saw Haselmayer continue his extraordinary Australian tour, with major cities and numerous towns in 

Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland visited at some stage. After concluding his St George's Hall season on 17 

January he initially undertook a one-night-only tour of select Melbourne suburbs (Prahran, Brighton, Richmond, Kew, 

Hawthorn, Emerald Hill, Flemington and Williamstown) before sailing for Sydney in early February. Once again 

Professor Haselmayer was accorded glowing reviews following his opening show opening at the Sydney School of 

Arts (9 Feb.). The Evening News records, for example: "Professor Haselmayer drew, another splendid house last night, 

notwithstanding the heavy rain. Some of his remarks in explanation of the feats of legerdemain are characterised by 

dry humour worthy of Artemus Ward; and the necromancer promises to make a long stay, especially as he can vary his 

programme ad libitum.
14

 A few weeks later a critic working for Sydney's Protestant Standard wrote: 
 

 

 

 

Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney)  

21 Feb. 1874, 25.  

Professor Haselmayer, magician etc., has drawn very good 

houses at the School of Arts this week. That he does so 

cannot be wondered at, for his tricks are so cleverly 

performed and without any contretemps, that his audience 

cannot but be satisfied. His magic paper-mill trick is very 

good. He borrows from the audience some bank notes, and, 

to all appearance, burns them on a plate; he then collects the 

burnt paper, and after some manipulation, he draws the burnt 

notes - phoenix-like - from the ashes, and presents them to 

their respective owners. One note however, is missing, and 

as it evidently cannot he found, one is half -inclined to pity 

the Professor for the fix he seems to be in. A bright thought 

however strikes him, and he rushes to a sperm candle lying 

on the table, and on opening it the identical note appears 

rolled up inside the candle. The performance on the piano 

with a common clothes-brush was considered so good by the 

audience that they demanded an encore.
15

 
 

A week after ending his Sydney season Haselmayer set out for 

Queensland, stopping along the way at a number of northern 

New South Wales towns. The first of these was possibly West 

Maitland on 6 April. He thereafter played Newcastle, 

Singleton, Muswellbrook, Armidale and Tenterfield among 

other centres.   
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Maryborough Chronicle, Wide Bay and Burnett Advertiser (Qld) 8 Aug. 1874, 6. 



The regional leg of Haselmayer's Queensland tour began in Warwick in 12 May, followed by Toowoomba, Dalby and 

Ipswich. Haselmayer opened his season in Brisbane at the School of Arts on 18 June and remained there until 15 July. 

The following night he made a special guest appearance at the Queensland Theatre during a night of drama and 

burlesque produced by Morton Tavares. Billed as "A Quarter of an Hour with Professor Haselmayer on the Stylocarfe 

and in Magic Delusion!" the act was positioned between Naval Engagements and The Invisible Prince (burlesque). 

 

After leaving Brisbane Haselmayer opened for a season in 

Maryborough on 3 August then backtracked to Gympie and Tiaro 

before again heading north to Rockhampton where he played both the 

Theatre Royal and School of Arts. Interestingly his final two 

performances at the latter venue were billed as being under the 

patronage of the Wizard Oil Prince (aka Frank Weston). Haselmayer 

then returned to south-east Queensland to play the Brisbane School of 

Arts for two nights (26 and 28 Sept.), followed by a one night season 

in Beenleigh. Such was his popularity the magician was induced to 

play a final show in Brisbane on 1 October.  
 

Louis Haselmayer's Queensland sojourn concluded in October with 

return engagements in Ipswich, Stanthorpe, and Warwick. He then 

made his way to Sydney via the New South Wales' Northern 

Tablelands, Upper Hunter, Central West and Central Tablelands. The 

towns identified to date were: Glen Innes, Tamworth, Murrurundi, 

Muswellbrook, Cassilis, Merriwa, Gulgong, Hill End, Sofala, Orange, 

Bathurst, Penrith, Windsor, and Parramatta. The magician played his 

final Australian engagement at the School of Arts, Sydney between 21 

December 1874 and 2 January 1875.  After putting his horses, van and 

buggy up for sale and settling his accounts the magician boarded the 

London-bound S.S. St Osyth on 30 January. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

1875-1879 
 

From Australia Louis Haselmayer travelled to South Africa, spending some considerable time in the country before 

making his way back home sometime around late-1875/early 1876. David O'Connor writes that once back in Vienna, 

Haselmayer "purchased a luxury villa in a fashionable district that he developed into a comfortable home."
16

 The 

Queenslander further records that after some ten years absence, the magician finally made good on his promise to 

marry his fiancée, Wilhelmina.
17

 In late-1878 Haselmayer returned to South Africa, this time with Wilhemina taking a 

prominent role in the shows. The toured opened in Cape Town on 5 November, and continued well into the following 

year. As David O'Connor records:  
 

The journeys through South Africa were notoriously difficult especially to places like Kimberley and the 

Transvaal that had attracted thousands of gold and diamond miners with the prospect of good houses in often 

primitive halls and open air stages. The terrain was rough, inhospitable with deserts, hills, mountains and 

flooded rivers that his twelve oxen carrying his equipment struggled to make headway. Eventually he increased 

the oxen to 36. Crossing the Orange River, he almost lost his whole travelling show in the mud that resulted 

after heavy rains but saved by the efforts of the resourceful Africans.... After showing successfully in Port 

Elizabeth and Pietermaritzburg, Louis off loaded some of his unwanted trunks and equipment and set sail for 

Australia and New Zealand once again.
18
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Australian newspaper reports relating to the magician's whereabouts after leaving Australia are unfortunately scarce, 

with the earliest (identified to date) appearing in the Age in mid-December 1878: 
 

Professor Haselmayer, magician, musician, and educator of birds, who some three years since made a great hit in 

Melbourne, may be expected back in the early part of the New Year. He will bring with him a host of novelties. 

He has performed in Venice, Paris, London, Southampton [and the] Cape of Good Hope, and is now on the 

diamond fields.
19

 
 
 

1880-1882 
 

Sydney was the first Australian city to see Professor Haselmayer's new shows when he opened at the School of Arts 

on 22 March 1880. He and his wife had actually arrived in the country in late-January having sailed direct from Cape 

Town. The Sydney Morning Herald provides a little insight into the type of program being offered on opening night: 
 

Though the Professor performed a number of old tricks, he did them 

so dexterously, and maintained their allusion so well, that they seemed 

new. And he introduced some feats which are actually novel, and 

which are worthy oven his reputation as a prestidigitator. His patient 

skill as a bird trainer is shown by the performance of his clever 

canaries, little creatures which sleep, march, swing, and jump at the 

word of command, with a precision which would not discredit well-

drilled volunteers. Madame Haselmayer is the chief agent in a curious 

illusion. A small glass cabinet is shown, and is apparently proved by 

examination to contain no recesses or secret springs. Miniature stocks 

are affixed to the floor of it, and Madame Haselmayer has her wrists 

fastened in these and padlocked. Then the cabinet is closed and 

locked; it is covered for about fifteen seconds, and afterwards 

Madame Haselmayer appears in front, free and smiling, having 

escaped from her bonds by some clever trick. The Professor played a 

solo on a curious instrument, constructed of wood and India rubber, 

and sounding like a dulcimer; and a compact little orchestra, under 

Herr Hegrat, played pleasantly at intervals.
20

  

 

 

 

Two weeks later, on 6 April, the magician presented for the first time in Australasia his new feature presentation, 

Psycho - "the Great Automaton Whist-player." A Sydney Daily Telegraph review records: 
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After going through a number of his best illusions, [Haselmayer] delighted the audience with several musical 

selections, played with masterly skill on that unique instrument the 'stylocarfe.' A short interval having elapsed 

the Professor introduced his automaton whist-player Psycho, and after having shown that there was no visible 

connection between himself and the mysterious figure, invited three gentlemen to try their skill. The game 

having been arranged, play was commenced, and Psycho succeeded in scoring eight tricks, thus, with his partner, 

winning the game. The entertainment concluded with a brilliant exhibition of electric spark illumination, 

accomplished through the medium of a number of Geissler's vacuum tubes, made in Europe especially for 

Professor Haselmayer.
21

 
 

When the Sydney season concluded Haselmayer travelled to 

Newcastle. An incidental feature of his season in the Hunter valley 

capital was a canvas painting, reportedly purchased by the 

magician "at large expense in Vienna." Possibly exhibited by the 

Haselmayer for the first time during this current Australian current, 

the painting by Gabriel Max represents the legend of St. Veronica, 

to whom the Virgin Mary supposedly presented with a 

handkerchief bearing an impression of Christ's face after death.
22

 

The painting was exhibited at the Victoria Theatre each between 

the hours of 10 am and 4 pm.  
 

Haselmayer's stay in the Hunter region lasted around a fortnight 

and included a two nights season in Maitland. He then travelled 

south as far as Wagga Wagga in New South Wales. The towns he 

is known to have visited before returning to Sydney in either late-

July or early-August were Goulburn, Cootamundra and Young. 

Upon his return to Sydney Haselmayer made himself available for 

benefit program given to Alfred Dampier and his daughters Lily 

and Rose at the Opera House.
23

 Advertisements published in 

various newspapers during the course of this New South Wales 

sojourn also indicate that the eighth edition of his "new" Book of 

Magic was also available from all bookstores for the cost of one 

shilling. 
 

Professor Haselmayer's next Australian season was played in the Melbourne Opera House between nine and eighteen 

September. The venue at that time was under the lesseeship of W. Saurin Lyster. As had been his practice during the 

early Australian tour Haselmayer then went bush, playing towns in Victoria's east - notably Maffra, Sale, Rosedale 

and Warragul - and then into the northern regions - including Beechworth and Albury (New South Wales). He 

eventually made a u-turn back to Melbourne in early-November to play one last show in the city. Held at the 

Temperance Hall, Russell Street on 6 November, the performance was produced by the management of the Peoples' 

Concerts, and reportedly under the patronage of the Governor and Lady Normanby.
24

 On 8 November he gave a 

private performance at Government House.
25

  The Haselmayers played their final Australian performances for the year 

in the nearby city of Ballarat between 10 and 13 November. A few days later they departed for New Zealand. 
 

Louis Haselmayer's return New Zealand tour began on 24 November 1880 at Sloane's Theatre, Invercargill. Thereafter 

followed Dunedin, Oamaru, Temuka, Ashburton and Christchurch. The latter season began on Christmas Eve. As 

usual the reviews were unanimously glowing. The Oamaru Mail records, for example: 
 

The Professor is a clever illusionist, and performs the whole of his tricks with the utmost ease and without 

leaving in any of his audience a singly ray of hope of discovering how the tricks are accomplished. Starting out 

with an assurance that he would regret deceiving the audience for a couple of hours, he continued to utterly 

bewilder the shrewdest of those present, all the time keeping up a running fire of remarks in delightful, broken 

English.
26 
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The Haselmayers completed their 1881 Christchurch season on 8 January and 

then took a steamer to the Napier on the east coast of the North Island. They 

later travelled to Gisborne before heading back to Wellington to play a well-

attended season at the Theatre Royal. Wellington was followed by a short 

season in Wanganui. Somewhat surprisingly the company then sailed to the 

South Island to appear in Blenheim. On their return to the North Island a few 

days later they undertook engagements in Masterton, Carterton, and Greytown 

before heading back across Cook Strait. Back on the South Island they couple  

began a tour of the West Coast region, with a week-long season at Nelson (2-9 

Mar.). Thereafter followed Wakefield, Inangahua,  Westport,  Brunnerton,  

Greymouth,  and Hokitika  among  other  towns  and  goldfield centres.  On 22  

April the Haselmayers and their entourage boarded a boat for Nelson where they played a one night return at the 

theatre Royal. One night shows in nearby Motueka and Upper Maoutere then concluded the South Island 

engagements. The short tour had not been without incident, however. In early April the company had been travelling 

from Hatter's Terrace (near Ngahere) to Nelson Creek when an accident unfolded and which could have ended in 

serious injuries if not death were it not for a bit of luck:
27

   
 

The Inangahua Herald reports an accident to Professor, Haselmayer, which even the wizard's powers, great as 

they are, were unable to avert. He was being driven in a two-wheeled vehicle, when on reaching Try Again 

Terrace one of the horses fell, dragging the trap and its occupants over a siding 22 feet in depth. Professor 

Haselmayer and Madame were thrown out head foremost, as also the driver, but some large boulders kept the 

vehicle from rolling down the embankment. The force with which the Professor lauded on his head, shot that 

member through the crown of his bat. The latter no doubt saved his neck from dislocation. The others were 

severely shaken, but after resting for an hour were enabled to resume their journey.
28 

 

From Nelson the Haselmeyers sailed to North Island seaside township of New Plymouth for a one night performance. 

This was followed by a brief tour of the Taranaki region - with shows played in Hawera, Patea and Waitara. The 

company returned to New Plymouth for three nights before making its way directly to Auckland.  
 

Professor and Madame Haselmayer's last weeks in New Zealand were spent in Auckland and a few select towns 

around the top end of the North Island. Their Auckland season was conducted at the Lorne Street Hall between 26 

May and 4 June, while the regional itinerary included North Shore, Thames, Hamilton, Cambridge, Otahuhu, 

Coramandel, Waikato, and Russell.
29

 The company eventually departed for Sydney on 27 June. Although the New 

Zealand press had been overwhelmingly positive throughout the Haselmayers' Dominion tour there were nevertheless 

some negative opinions expressed during this latter period. One of these reportedly sent the magician into such a state 

of rage that he vented his displeasure in person at the particular newspaper's office: 
 

Mr (self-dubbed "Professor") Haselmayer
30

 is like all public performers "who are not in the first rank of their 

profession, very touchy and intolerant of criticism. Our comments last week, though by no means so severe as 

they righteously might have been, drove the unfortunate wizard literally "dancing mad," and brought him up to 

the office in a state that may be imagined, but cannot by any possibility be described. 'Tis ever thus with those 

entertainers whom the daily press good-naturedly, but most injudiciously, "butter up." The fact is they get to 

look for fulsome praise as their right; and when by chance an independent print ventures to tell the truth about 

the performance, their anger becomes both ludicrous and excessive. Mr Haselmayer has poured out the vials of 

his wrath upon us because we said his Pyscho was inferior to Maskelyne's. Well, we still maintain the point It 

may be (as Haselmayer asserts) that Maskelyne does not guarantee his automaton to win aways, but, for all that, 

the fact remains that the London conjurer's Pyscho does win 99 games out of a 100. The Egyptian Hall Pyscho 

has beaten "Cavendish" and many of the best whist players in London, and we are game to bet Haselmayer a five 

pound note that during the years it has been on exhibition (playing two or more rubbers a-day) it hasn't lost a 

dozen games.
31

 
 

A fortnight after the magician departed New Zealand the same newspaper had another go at deflating his reputation:   
 

Haselmayer disgusted everybody at Russell. He was allowed to use the schoolroom at a nominal rent - given the 

use of seats and a chandelier, and then demanded full prices of admission for children of six and seven years of 

age.
32
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  The area lays approximately 25-30 kilometres east of Greymouth. 
28

  Editorial. Nelson Evening Mail (NZ) 14 Apr. 1881, 2. See also: Editorial. Westport Times (NZ) 15 Apr. 1881, 2. For 

additional information concerning the severity (or not) of the "accident" see "Additional Quotations and Anecdotes" (below). 
29

  Kawakawa, Tauruga, and Helensvale were mentioned as possible destinations but no dates have yet been confirmed. 
30

  David O'Connor notes that the title of Professor of Musical Sciences was conferred on Haselmayer by the Academy of Music 

of San Francisco but provides no source. "During this period," writes O'Connor [ca. late-1860s] "he received a number of special 

awards and citations as a performer of great talent who managed to include such a variety of different skills into his show." 
31

  Editorial. Observer (Auckland, NZ) 11 June 1881, 2. 
32

  "Brief Mention." Observer (Auckland, NZ) 9 July 1881, 8. 

 
 

Poverty Bay Herald (Napier, NZ)  

17 Mar. 1881, 3. 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NEM18810414.2.6
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/WEST18810415.2.5
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/TO18810611.2.3
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/TO18810709.2.9


After returning to Australia the Haselmayers again rested for several weeks before playing a short final Sydney season 

at the School of Arts (10-13 Aug.). Prior to this engagement the couple had given a performance at Government 

House. In attendance at the 21 July concert were 17 year-old  Prince Albert, fifteen year-old Prince George, the New 

South Wales Governor Lord Loftus, and Lady Loftus.
33

 In mid-August the Haselmayer's travelled south to 

Wollongong, returned to Sydney for a one night performance at the Glebe Town Hall, and then headed the state's 

central western region. The itinerary included Bathurst, Orange and Dubbo. The tour eventually made its way north to 

the Grafton region, and by late-November had settled in to an extended season in Brisbane's Albert Hall. When that 

engagement concluded on 10 December the company undertook a brief tour of the Darling Downs (including 

Toowoomba), as well as Roma and Ipswich. Having made the decision to undertake a tour of the East, Haselmayer 

spent his final months in Australia travelling north along coast of Queensland. Among the towns the company is 

known to have visited were Maryborough, Gympie, Rockhampton and Mackay. He and his wife are believed to have 

departed for the Dutch East Indies sometime in mid to late-February 1882. 
 

 
 

Louis and Wilhelmina Haselmayer 

Queenslander (Brisbane) 26 Nov. 1881, 676. 

 

 

1883-1884 
 

The Haselmayers' Australian tour was followed by some nine months in Java. They later toured Siam, much of China 

and Japan, then the British East Indies (including Singapore), before pushing on to India, where they are known to 

have played Delhi and Calcutta (now Kolkata). Sometime around February/March 1884 Haselmayer contracted 

malaria, forcing the couple to abandon any further engagements. David O'Connor records that they gave their final 

performance in Calcutta on 6 March. When the magician became well-enough to travel he and Madame Haselmayer 

returned to Vienna via Egypt. Once home he hoped to recuperate, but instead his health continued to decline. 

Eventually, on 19 April 1885 Louis Haselmayer passed away from a lung infection. He was only 46 years of age. In 

reporting on his death many of Australian and New Zealand newspapers made particular mention of the magician 

dying "at the precise juncture that he had retired with the idea of enjoying the large fortune he had amassed."
34

  
 

In his brief biography on Haselmayer for the Magic Tricks for Kids website, David O'Connor writes of the Austrian's  

significance and legacy as a pestidigitator: 
 

Long a nation of scholars, musicians, writers, and patrons of the arts, Austria not only developed a rich culture; it 

has also produced a number of very fine magicians. Perhaps a lesser known but nevertheless skillful performer in 

the history of magic was Louis Haselmayer... Constantly seeking new, different materials for one's act is 

essential for success, and Haselmayer certainly was one who believed in this. Multi-talented and skilled, Louis 

Haselmayer is regarded as one of the unique and highly acclaimed performers in the history of magic. 
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  The princes had come to Australia in May 1881 as midshipmen in training aboard the H.M.S. Bacchante.  
34

  See for example: Wanganui Herald (NZ) 2 July 1885, 2. 

http://ozvta.com/theatres-qld/
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/WH18850702.2.5


HISTORICAL NOTES AND CORRECTIONS 
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Stylocarfe:  In his short biography on Haselmayer in Magic Tricks for Kids, David O'Connor reiterates the claim 

of many writers from Haselmayer's era that the magician "invented" the Stylocarfe, but adds: "The strange musical 

instrument… is now known as the Xylophone." This claim inadvertently proposes that the Stylocarfe was the 

foundation prototype of the modern chromatically-designed xylophone. There is no doubt that Haselmayer 

conceived, developed and built his own instrument, but research into the history and development of the 

xylophone indicates that the Stylocarfe was simply one of its many developing forms. These invariably comprised 

wooden bars that were hit with a mallets or sticks to produce sounds. Such instruments are believed to have 

emerged in southeast Asia in the ninth-century, and possibly even earlier in Africa.   

 

Marriage: O'Connor also provides some details relating to the magician and his marriage which appear to conflict 

with other surces: 
 

Once back in Vienna [Haselmayer] purchased a luxury villa in a fashionable district that he developed into a 

comfortable home. His wife had patiently waited for his return after 10 years touring and they settled into 

their new home. His young wife had stipulated that her husband must never undertake another trip.
35

  

Haselmayer packed his equipment away but his wife soon realised that Louis was pining for those distant 

shores and the stage and eventually agreed to allow him to set off touring once again. Quickly the show was 

unpacked from the attic and storeroom and by 1878 we find he and his wife back in Capetown [sic]. 
 

It is presently unclear where O'Connor came by this information as he does not identify any sources. An article 

published in the Queenslander in 1881, records that the couple had in fact only been engaged during 

Haselmayer's long sojourn away, and that after he finally returned home (sometime around late-1875/early 1876) 

they tied the knot. The fact that Louis and Wilhemina undertook a tour of South Africa within two years of their 

marriage also seems to suggest that she fully supported her husband in his career as a travelling magician. 

Furthermore, as she is believed to have been a novice entertainer, much of that time would have involved 

intensive training in order for her gain the expertise required to meet her husband's exacting standards. The 

Queenslander article also outlines Louis Haslemayer's early career, years of travelling and departure from 

Australia after a long and successful tour: 
 

The professor's life has not been without a romantic side to it; while in Austria he obtained a partner, this 

time in the person of a charming young lady to whom he had been engaged to be married. He had travelled 

the world, and with fortune and fame returned to redeem his promise. The marriage took place at Puda-Pest, 

on the Danube. Madame Haselmayer is a native of France, but was reared and educated in Vienna; she has 

the polish of Vienna society, and is certainly a brilliant and most entertaining person; the fortunate possessor 

of rare charms in face and figure, and a vivacity of manner that is quite charming. Their first trip after the 

marriage was to South Africa, where by the assistance of Madame Haselmayer the professor was enabled to 

bring forth such marvellous illustrations of dexterity as were never seen before ([no title], 676) . 

 

Psycho: The W.G. Alma Conjuring Collection at the State Library of Victoria includes an image of Haselmayer's 

Psycho.
36

 Given the catalogue title "Haselmayers [sic] debut with Psycho Melbourne Australia picture," the 

contents/summary records: 
 

Drawing of Haselmayer on stage, sitting crossed legged on a stand, in costume, displaying playing cards 

on a stand labelled: Whistplayer / Haselmayer's Psycho. Written beneath image: Haselmayer's debut with 

'Psycho' was on January 11, 1875, in Melbourne Australia. 
 

No citation details for this image are provided. It does appear to have been taken from an unknown magazine or 

newspaper, however. The Library's contents/summary record notes in respect of the Alma Collection: "Many of 

these images are photographic copies made by Will Alma from original images in newspapers, magazines or 

publicity so the quality is variable."  
 

There are three significant errors in this online resource: 
  

      1) the year Halselmayer debuted Psycho in Australia is wrong by some six years;  

      2) it did not debut in Melbourne;   

       3) the image of the whist player is not the magician himself but an automaton (a moving mechanical device  

          made in imitation of a human being). 
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  Underlining by the author. 
36

  See also page 6 (above). 

https://viewer.slv.vic.gov.au/?entity=IE691292&mode=browse


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

1)  Two significant pieces of historical evidence support the argument that Haselmayer could never have 

presented Pyscho anywhere in Australia on 11 January 1875. The first is that the magician had in fact ended the 

Australian leg of his debut Australasian tour in Sydney on 2 January 1875. He then departed Australia from the 

same city 28 days later. Furthermore Haselmayer's Pyscho was a replication of the original whist-playing 

automaton (also called Pyscho) that magician John Nevil Maskelyne first presented the Egyptian Hall, London, 

on 13 January 1875.
37

  
 

2) Advertising and reviews for Louis Haselmayer's 1880 season in Sydney record that Psycho was being would 

be presented for the first time in Australia on 6 April. The magician did not make his way to Melbourne until late 

August that year, and indeed his season at the Opera House did not begin until 9 September.  
 

3) In so far as the image being that of Haselmayer, the following article from the New Zealand Times 

(Wellington) in 1881 provided its readers with a brief insight into the history and operations of the whist-playing 

automaton:  
 

The most interesting feature of [Haselmayer's] entertainment is undoubtedly 'Psycho.' This is the 

invention of Messrs. Maskelyue and J.A. Clarke, and was first exhibited in 1875. It is a small figure 

dressed in Oriental costume, and a full inspection of the machinery is permitted. Standing upon a glass 

cylinder, with no attachments of any kind, the figure takes part in a game of whist, and a very good 

game it plays too. This invention created a great sensation in London when it came out, and many 

attempts at discovering the modus operandi were made, but the secret has remained undisclosed to this 

day.   

[Editorial] New Zealand Times (Wellington, NZ) 29 Jan. 1881, 2). 
 

The Sydney Punch newspaper also gave potential audiences pertinent details relating to the automation shortly 

after its debut (below). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Francis J. Martinka:  It has been claimed in several secondary sources that Francis Martinka, who acted as 

agent for Haselmayer in the USA during the late-1860s and early 1870s, also toured with the magician 

internationally. Harry Houdini, in A Magician Among the Spirits (1924), writes, for example, that Martinka 

"travelled around the world with Haslemayer" (263). The Magicpedia website
38

 currently records that Martinka 

acted as agent for Haselmayer during his South African tour. Because neither source provides citations or other 

forms of evidence, their claims are difficult to verify. Additionally, Magicpedia does not specify which South 

African tour. Interestingly no mention of Martinka has yet been located during either of Haselmayer's 

Australasian tours - despite the enormous range of digitised newspapers available from that period through Trove 

(National Library of Australia) and Papers Past (National Library of New Zealand). Haselmayer made his first 

tour of South Africa after leaving Australasia in early 1875, and his second between 5 November 1878 and late-

1879 (he then departed Cape Town for Australia).  
 

From the evidence currently available, the magician appears to have managed his own tours in Australia with the 

assistance of various advance agents. In this respect no promoter or tour manager has yet been identified. 

                                                           
37

  For further information relating to Psycho's inventors John Nevil Maskelyue and John Algernon Clarke see Reuben Hoggett's 

entry in cyberneticzoo - "1875 'Psycho' the Whist-playing Automaton – Maskelyne & Clarke (British)." The original Pyscho 

reportedly appeared in over 4,000 performances.  
38

  "Louis Haselmayer," n. pag. 

John Nevil Maskelyue (1839-1917)   

with his whist-playing invention. 

Source: Reuban Huggett 

  
 

 
 

Sydney Punch (NSW) 10 Apr. 1880, 6.  

 

http://ozvta.com/theatres-vic/
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZTIM18810129.2.9
https://ozvta.com/international-tourists/
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/search?adv=y
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers
http://cyberneticzoo.com/not-quite-robots/1875-psycho-the-whist-playing-automaton-maskelyne-clarke-british/
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article253057025


5. 

 

 

 

Haselmayer's reputation as a businessman:  On several occasions during his Australasian tours Haselmayer 

was called into account for his apparent lack of charity and generosity. In June 1873, for example, the Border 

Watch (Mount Gambier, South Australia) published the following letter. It also appeared elsewhere in Australia 

over the next few months: 
 

PROFESSOR HASELMAYER'S' GRAND CHARITABLE ENTERTAINMENT.  (To the Editor of the Border 

Watch)  
 

      SIR, I was very pleased to notice the above announcement in your issue of the 7
th

 inst., and thought it a very 

grateful acknowledgment by the Professor for the liberal support he had received from the Mount Gambier 

public. Judge of my surprise, Mr. Editor, when I was informed this morning that our institutions were benefited 

to the enormous, extent of £3 12s. In course of enquiry I found the gross receipts were, about £15 10s. The 

gentlemen who made the arrangements understood that the net proceeds should be divided equally between the 

Professor, the Institute, and the Hospital - each 1/3 but on receiving their share they found the Professor had 

deducted advertising, salary his servants for the night, the cost of the bird cage, which he had so liberally 

presented! - and I daresay the cost of canary seed for the night (but this I cannot find out). He then claimed two-

thirds for himself, leaving for the two local institutions the sum of £1 16s, or equal to one sixth each.  
 

      Had the Professor wished to be liberal, the least he could have done would have been to have given each a 

third after deducting the advertising. As for changing for salaries, if that is the rule I pity the poor institutions 

which get 'benefited,' for the proprietor of a company can charge what amount for salary he likes and so leave 

very little, if anything for 'charity.' The' public supported the Professor to the extent of I am told on good  

authority, nearly £100 and then spent another £15 10s "for the sake of charity" (see posters), little thinking that 

such a miserable percentage of it would find its way into the coffers of the Institute and Mount Gambier 

Hospital.  

                                                                 Yours, &c.,  

                                                                          CHARITY! 

 

Auckland's Observer newspaper also published the following piece after a recent appearance in the town of 

Russell in the Northland region: 
 

Haselmayer disgusted everybody at Russell. He was allowed to use the schoolroom at a nominal rent - given the 

use of seats and a chandelier, and then demanded full prices of admission for children of six and seven years of 

age ("Brief Mention." Observer 9 July 1881, 8).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Bulletin (Sydney) 13 Aug. 1881, 15. 

 

Courtesy of David O'Connor 
Courtesy of Grossman-Nicholson 

Magic Collection (2015) 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/TO18810709.2.9


ADDITIONAL QUOTATIONS AND ANNECDOTES 
 

1874: 
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1880: 
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1881: 

 

Tenterfield (NSW): Professor Haselmayer - This really clever professor of the magic art gave two 

entertainments in the large hall of Airey's Grant Hotel, on Friday and Saturday evenings last, to large and 

appreciative audiences. We have seen Jacobs, Anderson, Hall, Hellyer, and other wizards but Haselmayer 

possesses the knowledge of the lot put together ("Tenterfield." Armidale Express and New England General 

Advertiser 22 May 1874, 6). 
 

Sydney: We are in the receipt of a copy of Professor Louis Haselmayer's Book of Parlour Magic, which also 

contains a brief biographical sketch of his conjuring career, from which we gather that he is a native of 

Vienna, and commenced giving a series of Soirees de magique in that capital in 1867. The Professor learned 

the English language in 1866, and travelled through the United States, Canada, and the Southern States, 

giving séances at various places under the most distinguished patronage, and subsequently in California, 

Honolulu, Auckland, Melbourne, Hobart Town, Launceston, and Adelaide. He will shortly appear in Sydney, 

at the School of Arts, and then proceeds to India. The dash of the Professor's necromancy has invariably 

pleased and astonished his audiences ([no title] Evening News 27 Jan. 1874, 2). 
 

Sydney: Professor Haselmayer undoubtedly stands unrivalled in the realms of magic and mystery ("School of 

Arts." Sydney Daily Telegraph 6 Apr. 1880, 3).  
 

Melbourne: [Haselmayer] has, to some extent, abandoned the conventional lines within which the majority 

of prestidigitators confine themselves; and in place of the tiresome card, box, hat, and money tricks, and 

countless escamoterie in which they revel, he uses clever mechanical and electrical machines, which have in 

them something of the charm of novelty. The professor is now accompanied by Madame Haselmayer, a 

charming and piquant Frenchwoman, who is made the accomplice in some of his apparently impossible feats, 

and who permits herself to be locked up in a glass cabinet in a most uncomfortable posture, with an ease and 

grace which deprive the situation of any trace of awkwardness. "The Crystal Cabinet" is a remarkably clever 

invention ("Professor Haselmayer." Weekly Times 11 Sept. 1880, 17).  
 

Hawera (New Zealand): Professor Haselmayer is always meeting with some adventure. During his recent 

visit to Hawera a Maori woman came up to him and asked for a match to light her pipe with. The Professor 

took the pipe, looked into it, and then pretended to empty the ashes from the bowl, when to the woman’s 

astonishment instead of dust, a number of threepenny pieces rolled into the palm of his hand. The eyes of the 

woman opened with surprise at what he had done. The Professor then rubbed the threepenny pieces between 

his hands, as men rub up tobacco, and when he exposed the coins they were found to be half-sovereigns. This 

seems to have so startled the wahine, that snatching the pipe from his hand, she fled from the Professor 

screaming "Taipo" ("Astonishing the Natives." Patea Mail 24 May 1881, 4). 
 

"Golden Oranges at Dubbo." Professor Haselmayer is amongst us (says 'Will Honeycomb,' in the Dubbo 

Dispatch), and he wasn't long in town before he had some fun with a Chinese vendor of fruit. The Professor 

was taking a stroll on Wednesday morning through the main street, and met Ah Sinn with a basket of oranges, 

who asked the distinguished Austrian to buy, and Haselmayer tempted probably by the luscious look of the 

fruit, invested a shilling. And he took an orange, and cut it before the celestial. As it was, divided, half-a-

crown dropped out of it. Ah Smn's eyes sparkled, and when a second and third orange was cere [sic] and the 

half-crowns made their appearance, John was in a terrible state. "Will you sell the lot?" asked the professor, 

pointing to the basket. The Chinaman peremptorily declined to part with another one, and trotted off, at a 2.30 

gait,
39

 and never stopped till he quietly sat down at the rear of Cobb and Co's stables. But unknown to him 

curious eyes were watching him. John pulled out his knife, and every orange in the basket was soon in two, 

but no half crowns made their appearance. As John contemplated the sliced fruit, his appearance was most 

comical. His countenance was a compound of surprise and misery. His little almond eyes jumped nearly out 

of their sockets, and as he kicked the oranges viciously one would think his life was going out with every 

kick. That afternoon he met the Professor again, and when the travelled Viennese desired to purchase some 

more oranges, John ran to the other side of the street, as if from the small-pox, and yelled, 'No Savee!'
40

 
(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 3 Sept. 1881, 2). 
 

New Zealand: THE ACCIDENT TO PROFESSOR HASELMAYER.  [To the Editor]  Sir, - In a recent issue 

of the Argus appeared a paragraph in reference to myself which, if not explained, may have the effect of 

seriously injuring me in business. The article, as copied by you from a Reefton paper, referred to an alleged 

accident to Professor Haselmayer, by being thrown out of my gig down a steep embankment. Now the facts 

are these: - I engaged to convey the Professor from Hatter's to my hotel. We had got all right as far on the 

                                                           
39

  This is a refers to the stride length of a horse at trotting speed. 
40

  This particular anecdote was published in quite a few Australian newspapers around this time. 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/188979553
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/107144044
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article238481005
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article238481005
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article221764617
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/PATM18810524.2.22
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article136048554
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/GRA18810420.2.12


Try-Again road as where the bakery stood - the said road being quite level, when, all of a sudden, my horse 

fell down between the shafts, the wheels never being out of the track; and the horse's head inclining but a 

little from the middle of the road. The height of the roadway here is about two feet formation. As a 

consequence all of us got a spill and nothing more - the Professor's mice not being even disturbed. Trusting 

you will make this denial public. L am, &c, Henry Mitcheil. Mitchell's Crossing, Nelson Creek, April 16, 

1881. 
 

[We insert Mr Henry Mitchell's denial, being very reluctant to "injure" him in his business. Still there must be 

a strange misconception respecting the "alleged accident." Without at all doubting Mr Mitchell's word, we 

took the trouble to ask the Professor his opinion on the matter, and to show his marks, if he had any. Well, 

there was no mistaking the corporeal evidence furnished by him. He was not perhaps so "chawed up" as to 

suggest having passed through a threshing machine, nor so badly disfigured that his mother would not know 

him ; but there can be no doubt, however little the mice were disturbed, the Professor received a very fair 

share of knocks and bruises; and we believe Madame fared rather worse. At any rate she did not perform until 

coming back to Greymouth. It would appear that she, too, was less fortunate than the mice. Joking apart, we 

have had abundant evidence to show that the accident was serious as well as annoying. What the immediate 

cause of it may have been does not enter into the question at present. - Ed.] (Grey River Argus 20 Apr. 1881, 2). 
 

[See also page 8 (above) for further details relating to this incident] 
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